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Presents an epic history that covers the period from the end of World War I through the
1970s, chronicling the decades-long migration of African Americans from the South to
the North and West through the stories of three individuals and their families.
Perhaps the most accurate story of LRRPs at war ever to appear in print! When Frank
Johnson arrived in Vietnam in 1969, he was nineteen, a young soldier untested in
combat like thousands of others--but with two important differences: Johnson
volunteered for the elite L Company Rangers of the 101st Airborne Division, a long
range reconnaissance patrol (LRRP) unit, and he kept a secret diary, a practice
forbidden by the military to protect the security of LRRP operations. Now, more than
three decades later, those hastily written pages offer a rare look at the daily operations
of one of the most courageous units that waged war in Vietnam. Johnson served in I
Corps, in northern Vietnam, where combat was furious and the events he recounts
emerge, stark and compelling: walking point in the A Shau Valley, braving enemy fire to
rescue a downed comrade, surviving days and nights of relentless tension that
suddenly exploded in the blinding fury of an NVA attack. Undimmed and unmuddied by
the passing of years, Johnson's account is unique in the annals of Vietnam literature.
Moreover, it is a timeless testimony to the sacrifice and heroism of the LRRPs who
dared to risk it all.
One of the 20th century's enduring works, One Hundred Years of Solitude is a widely
beloved and acclaimed novel known throughout the world, and the ultimate
achievement in a Nobel Prize–winning career. The novel tells the story of the rise and
fall of the mythical town of Macondo through the history of the Buendía family. It is a
rich and brilliant chronicle of life and death, and the tragicomedy of humankind. In the
noble, ridiculous, beautiful, and tawdry story of the Buendía family, one sees all of
humanity, just as in the history, myths, growth, and decay of Macondo, one sees all of
Latin America. Love and lust, war and revolution, riches and poverty, youth and senility
-- the variety of life, the endlessness of death, the search for peace and truth -- these
universal themes dominate the novel. Whether he is describing an affair of passion or
the voracity of capitalism and the corruption of government, Gabriel García Márquez
always writes with the simplicity, ease, and purity that are the mark of a master.
Alternately reverential and comical, One Hundred Years of Solitude weaves the
political, personal, and spiritual to bring a new consciousness to storytelling. Translated
into dozens of languages, this stunning work is no less than an accounting of the
history of the human race.
Books for All Kinds of ReadersReadHowYouWant offers the widest selection of ondemand, accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of
EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words
and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to
have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all
readers can have access to the books they want to read.
Investigative reporter Rae Burke will do anything to find her missing sister-in-law, even
if it means facing Liam McKade, a man who almost lost his life saving hers. A former
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DEA agent, Liam thought he could find peace at his Wyoming ranch, but he just doesn't
feel at home anywhere anymore. When the reporter who blew his cover on an
important investigation inserts herself back into his life, he's less than thrilled. But Rae's
keen investigative skills have led her down the right path--and directly into the dragon's
mouth--leaving Liam no choice but to protect her. As the danger increases, the past
they both tried to flee catches up to them, along with the feelings they once had for
each other. Bestselling and award-winning author Elizabeth Goddard plunges you into
a fast-paced, high-stakes story of honor, forgiveness, and justice.
Burdened with legend. Hardened by battle scars. Hellbent on bloody revenge. As the
son of a famous general, Aravon is proud to captain his own company against his
people's enemy. But the experienced veteran's march toward glory dissolves into pain
as ruthless barbarians massacre every last one of his soldiers. Burning for vengeance,
he leaps at the chance to spearhead a specially-trained company and pay back his
tragic defeat with blood. Desperate to not repeat his tragic past, Aravon trains his new
warriors relentlessly. But the captain fears that all the tactical drills in the world may not
matter when they're forced to defend a helpless village against overwhelming odds. As
his quick raids sow chaos amongst the enemy, the bloodthirsty savages threaten to
make Aravon's nightmarish history repeat itself... Can the captain take command of his
fighting spirit before the kingdom falls to barbarous invaders? Shields in Shadow is the
first book in the action-packed Silent Champions military fantasy series. If you like
square-jawed heroes, well-oiled military action, and epic world-building, then you'll love
Andy Peloquin's gripping novel. Buy Shields in Shadow to stand at the frontlines of a
hero's revenge today!
"The Eyes and Ears of the Screaming Eagles . . ." By 1969, the NVA had grown more
experienced at countering the tactics of the long range patrols, and SIX SILENT MEN:
Book Three describes some of the fiercest fighting Lurps saw during the war. Based on
his own experience and extensive interviews with other combat vets of the 101st's Lurp
companies, Gary Linderer writes this final, heroic chapter in the seven bloody years that
Lurps served God and country in Vietnam. These tough young warriors--grossly
outnumbered and deep in enemy territory--fought with the guts, tenacity, and courage
that have made them legends in the 101st.
A village mystery from a best-selling author - The colonel has been living in peaceful
Dorset village Frog's End for nearly a year, and is well respected for his role in solving
the murder of the late Lady Swynford. But then the colonel encounters another dead
body – that of the once-famous actress, Lois Delaney. As the police embark on their
investigation, the colonel makes some enquiries of his own – and comes up with a most
surprising theory . . .
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The
New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is terribly unhappy living in New York City
with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by
himself. With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he
intends to survive on his own. Sam learns about courage, danger, and independence
during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes his life forever. “An extraordinary
book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The Horn Book
In Frederick Douglass' 1845 memoir, the former slave and famous orator, describes the
events of his life including the brutal treatment that he experienced and witnessed, at
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the hand of slave masters. This book is the most famous narrative, told from a former
slave during this time period. The memoir is considered to be one of the most influential
pieces of literature that fueled the abolitionist movement in the United States.
Untitled is a forthcoming title from Penguin Press. Untitled is a forthcoming title from
Penguin Press.
A landmark novel of the Vietnam War The men of the Long-Range Reconnaissance
Patrol—Stagg, Wolverine, Mopar, Marvel Kim, and Gonzales—are commando-style
soldiers, called “Lurps” for short. Five men, completely dependent on one another.
Proud to the point of arrogance. They’re joined by Tiger, their mascot: a flea-bitten
scavenging stray or “dust dog,” a sneak and a coward, lazy and haughty. But, like his
masters in this dirtiest of all wars, a survivor.When their buddies on Team Two-One
disappear, the Lurp team members have to fight their own brass to go on a mission to
find them. And suddenly a grueling war becomes an unimaginable nightmare.
"Stunning... The intelligent, cerebral plot finds contemporary parallels in Euripides's
tragedies, Jacobean dramas such as The Duchess of Malfi, and Tennyson's poetry.
The devastating ending shows just how little the troubled Mariana knows about the
human psyche or herself. Michaelides is on a roll." —Publishers Weekly, starred review
"A deliciously dark, elegant, utterly compulsive read—with a twist that blew my mind. I
loved this even more than I loved The Silent Patient and that's saying something!"
—Lucy Foley, New York Times bestselling author of The Guest List From the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of The Silent Patient comes a spellbinding tale of
psychological suspense, weaving together Greek mythology, murder, and obsession,
that further cements “Michaelides as a major player in the field” (Publishers Weekly).
Edward Fosca is a murderer. Of this Mariana is certain. But Fosca is untouchable. A
handsome and charismatic Greek tragedy professor at Cambridge University, Fosca is
adored by staff and students alike—particularly by the members of a secret society of
female students known as The Maidens. Mariana Andros is a brilliant but troubled
group therapist who becomes fixated on The Maidens when one member, a friend of
Mariana’s niece Zoe, is found murdered in Cambridge. Mariana, who was once herself
a student at the university, quickly suspects that behind the idyllic beauty of the spires
and turrets, and beneath the ancient traditions, lies something sinister. And she
becomes convinced that, despite his alibi, Edward Fosca is guilty of the murder. But
why would the professor target one of his students? And why does he keep returning to
the rites of Persephone, the maiden, and her journey to the underworld? When another
body is found, Mariana’s obsession with proving Fosca’s guilt spirals out of control,
threatening to destroy her credibility as well as her closest relationships. But Mariana is
determined to stop this killer, even if it costs her everything—including her own life.
“Enthralling. . . . Lying and stealing and invading, it should be said, make for captivating
reading, especially in the hands of a storyteller as skilled as Anderson.” —The New York
Times Book Review A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE YEAR At the end
of World War II, the United States was considered the victor over tyranny and a
champion of freedom. But it was clear—to some—that the Soviet Union was already
seeking to expand and foment revolution around the world, and the American
government’s strategy in response relied on the secret efforts of a newly formed CIA.
Chronicling the fascinating lives of the agents who sought to uphold American ideals
abroad, Scott Anderson follows the exploits of four spies: Michael Burke, who
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organized parachute commandos from an Italian villa; Frank Wisner, an ingenious
spymaster who directed actions around the world; Peter Sichel, a German Jew who
outwitted the ruthless KGB in Berlin; and Edward Lansdale, a mastermind of
psychological warfare in the Far East. But despite their lofty ambitions, time and again
their efforts went awry, thwarted by a combination of ham-fisted politicking and
ideological rigidity at the highest levels of the government. Told with narrative brio, deep
research, and a skeptical eye, The Quiet Americans is the gripping story of how the
United States, at the very pinnacle of its power, managed to permanently damage its
moral standing in the world.
The sequel to Marine Sniper: 93 Confirmed Kills continues the story of U.S. Marine
Corps sniper Carlos Hathcock and his accomplishments as a veteran of the Vietnam
War, detailing his most difficult and dangerous missions. Reprint.
A profile of the 101st Airborne Division recounts the grueling 1965 search to select its
members and describes their experiences as recalled by one of its veterans. Reissue.
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to
realize their dreams of an easy life until one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft,
helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the
planet, and escape a doomed Earth.
Vietnam was a different kind of war, calling for a different kind of soldier. The
LRRPs--Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols--were that new breed of fighting man.
They operated in six-man teams deep within enemy territory, and were the eyes and
ears of the units they served. This is their story--of perseverence under extreme
hardship and uncommon bravery--and how they carried out the war's most hazardous
missions.
MORE GRIPPING, NO-HOLDS-BARRED LRRP ACCOUNTS FROM THE FRONT
LINES During the Vietnam War, few combat operations were more dangerous than
LRRP/Ranger missions. Vastly outnumbered, the patrols faced overwhelming odds as
they fought to carry out their missions, from gathering intelligence, acting as
hunter/killer teams, or engaging in infamous “Parakeet” flights– actions in which teams
were dropped into enemy areas and expected to “develop” the situation. PHANTOM
WARRIORS II presents heart-pounding, edge-of-your-seat stories from individuals and
teams. These elite warriors relive sudden deadly firefights, prolonged gun battles with
large enemy forces, desperate attempts to help fallen comrades, and the sheer hell of
bloody, no-quarter combat. The LRRP accounts here are a testament to the courage,
guts, daring, and sacrifice of the men who willingly faced death every day of their lives
in Vietnam.
"Gripping and beautiful. Truly a masterpiece of the heart." - Becky Monson, USA Today
Bestselling Author ????? He thinks his silence will protect her. She needs to hear
what's in his heart. When it comes to love and life, Kinsley Kramer knows one thingshe's always second best. Tired of feeling like she's never enough, she decides to give
up on men and adopt a cat. What Kinsley doesn't know is that Brant Holland wants
nothing more than to tell the world how much he loves her, but he has kept his distance
to protect Kinsley from the secrets he keeps and from his ex-fiancée's family. But when
Kinsley is about to lose her restaurant, Brant can't help but act. He steps in and
becomes her silent partner. Unable to deny the passion that sizzles between them, they
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must open painful doors to the past, and the secrets Brant has been keeping must be
unleashed. Secrets that threaten to destroy everything and everyone he holds dear.
Kinsley must now decide if she can bear the pain of Brant's past choices and an
uncertain future as everything in the Hollands' world hangs in the balance. See how it
all unfolds in this heart-tugging final chapter of the Pine Falls series.
The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind is extinct. Brant and Arsha
are synthetics, machines made in the image of people. They dream of bringing humans
back into the world and have the technology to succeed, but the obstacles in their way
are mounting. Not only are their own conflicting ideals creating a rift between them, but
now the sinister Marauders are closing in as they seek revenge on Brant. Out in the
wasteland, strange lights and mysterious objects in the sky herald the arrival of new
factions that seek to control the region. Even in the once quiet streets of their own city,
malevolent forces are beginning to unfurl that threaten the sanctity of everything they
hold dear, jeopardising the future that is within their grasp. The Silent Earth Series Book
1 - After the Winter: amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
**THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "An unforgettable—and
Hollywood-bound—new thriller... A mix of Hitchcockian suspense, Agatha Christie
plotting, and Greek tragedy." —Entertainment Weekly The Silent Patient is a shocking
psychological thriller of a woman’s act of violence against her husband—and of the
therapist obsessed with uncovering her motive. Alicia Berenson’s life is seemingly
perfect. A famous painter married to an in-demand fashion photographer, she lives in a
grand house with big windows overlooking a park in one of London’s most desirable
areas. One evening her husband Gabriel returns home late from a fashion shoot, and
Alicia shoots him five times in the face, and then never speaks another word. Alicia’s
refusal to talk, or give any kind of explanation, turns a domestic tragedy into something
far grander, a mystery that captures the public imagination and casts Alicia into
notoriety. The price of her art skyrockets, and she, the silent patient, is hidden away
from the tabloids and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic unit in North London.
Theo Faber is a criminal psychotherapist who has waited a long time for the opportunity
to work with Alicia. His determination to get her to talk and unravel the mystery of why
she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path into his own motivations—a search
for the truth that threatens to consume him....
Silent Sins - the ultimate, no-strings-attached dating program. They promise you the
perfect match. Now, Nathan and Ella are about to find out the cost. NATHAN I thought
this elite dating program was a good idea. After all, as a divorced man at the age of
thirty-two, "blind sex" sounded like a nice distraction. Her code name is Devon. She's
my faceless fantasy. A diamond in a world full of rhinestones. I don't know what she
looks like. I don't know where she lives. I don't know her name. I will never know these
things. And if I'm not careful, I might fall for a woman who's just a ghost in the dark.
ELLA New name. New identity. Old demons. His code name is Ross. He makes me
feel alive again. Every night we share at Silent Sins, our bond grows stronger. And he's
hell-bent on meeting me in person, throwing our anonymity away, and taking me on a
real date. I want to do it. But my demons? They never sleep.
In the summer of 1967, the good old days were ending for the hard-core 1st Brigade
LRRPs of the 101st Airborne Division, perhaps the finest maneuver element of its size
in the history of the United States Army. It was a bitter pill. After working on their own in
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Vietnam for more than two years, the Brigade LRRPs were ordered to join forces with
the division once again. But even as these formidable hunters and killers were
themselves swallowed up by the Screaming Eagles' Division LRPs to eventually
become F Co., 58th Infantry, they continued the deadly, daring LRRP tradition. From
saturation patrols along the Laotian border to near-suicide missions and compromised
positions in the always dangerous A Shau valley, the F/58th unflinchingly faced death
every day and became one of the most highly decorated companies in the history of the
101st.
The hardcore 1st Brigade LRRPs of the 101st Airborne Division are ordered to join
forces with the division after working on their own in Vietnam for more than two years,
becoming the most highly decorated company in the history of the 101st. Original.
In three straight years he was a paratropper, and army seaman, and a LRRP—and he
lived to tell about it. As an FNG paratrooper in the 173d Airborne, John Leppelman
made that unit's only combat jump in Vietnam. Then he spent months in fruitless search
of the enemy, watching as his buddies died because of poor leadership and lousy
weapons. Often it seemed the only way out of the carnage in the Central highlands was
in a body bag. But Leppelman did get out, transferring first to the army's riverboats and
then the all-volunteer Rangers, one of the ballsiest units in the war. In three tours of
duty, that ended only when malaria forced him back to the States, Leppelman saw the
war as few others did, a Vietnam that many American boys didn't live to tell about, but
whose valor and sacrifice survive on these pages.
Six Silent Men...Book Three101st LRP / RangersIvy Books
Deceptively simple and surprisingly addictive, Not Quite What I Was Planning is a
thousand glimpses of humanity—six words at a time. One Life. Six Words. What's
Yours? When Hemingway famously wrote, "For Sale: baby shoes, never worn," he
proved that an entire story can be told using a half dozen words. When the online
storytelling magazine SMITH asked readers to submit six-word memoirs, they proved a
whole, real life can be told this way too. The results are fascinating, hilarious, shocking,
and moving. From small sagas of bittersweet romance ("Found true love, married
someone else") to proud achievements and stinging regrets ("After Harvard, had baby
with crackhead"), these terse true tales relate the diversity of human experience in tasty
bite-sized pieces. From authors Jonathan Lethem and Richard Ford to comedians
Stephen Colbert and Amy Sedaris, to ordinary folks around the world, everyone has a
six-word story to tell.
The extraordinary #1 New York Times bestseller about the ability of books to feed the
soul even in the darkest of times. Nominated as one of America's best-loved novels by
PBS’s The Great American Read. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939.
Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living outside of Munich, who
scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters
something she can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father,
she learns to read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors during bombing
raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing
that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the
Messenger, has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times “Deserves a place on the same
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shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
To find the killer, he must lose his mind... When a missing teenager is found on her
parents' doorstep, Jennifer Standing becomes the only survivor in an ongoing serial
killer investigation led by Detective Inspector Matthew Myers. The case has nearly
broken him. The faces of the victims haunt his every waking moment, and now, at last,
he has the suspect in custody. However, when another man's body is found with
Jennifer's DNA on his skin, and the suspect refuses to talk, Myers is forced to let him
walk free - a move that will push him to the very edge of sanity. But when another
teenager is reported missing, and new evidence is discovered, the truth becomes
terrifyingly clear... the killer is still out there, and he won't stop until Myers is destroyed.
How are the missing girls linked? Who was the silent man? And how far is the killer
prepared to go to bring Myers to his knees? Set where the gritty London suburbs meet
the rolling countryside, this British detective novel is a breath-taking blend of suspense,
action, and mystery with a dark twist that will keep you awake for nights on end. The
Silent Man is the first book in the brand-new British crime thriller series from awardwinning crime writer J.D. Weston, author of the Stone Cold Thriller series and the
Frankie Black Files. The Harvey Stone series is perfect for fans of JD Kirk, LJ Ross,
Peter May, and Damien Boyd.
Moments.Our lives are a collection of moments. Some utterly painful and full of
yesterday's hurts. Some beautifully hopeful and full of tomorrow's promises.I've had
many moments in my lifetime, moments that changed me, challenged me. Moments
that scared me and engulfed me. However, the biggest ones-the most heartbreaking
and breathtaking ones-all included him.I was ten years old when I lost my voice. A
piece of me was stolen away, and the only person who could truly hear my silence was
Brooks Griffin. He was the light during my dark days, the promise of tomorrow, until
tragedy found him. Tragedy that eventually drowned him in a sea of memories.This is
the story of a boy and girl who loved each other, but didn't love themselves. A story of
life and death. Of love and broken promises.Of moments.(Book Three in the Elements
Series. Complete Standalone.)
A novel of international intrigue and catastrophic terrorism from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Ghost War and The Faithful Spy. For CIA operative John Wells, the
underworld has become more real than the real world. He's spent years in the close company
of evil men. And he's paid the price in every possible way. Now, he's on the ragged edge of
burnout. His nights are plagued by twisted dreams. He's beginning to doubt if he can ever live
a normal life—and he's right to think so. When a power adversary from Wells's past finds him,
he must once again enter the fray. For his country. For his soul. For revenge....
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Soon to be a Hulu original series “If three characters were
good in Big Little Lies, nine are even better in Nine Perfect Strangers.” —Lisa Scottoline, The
New York Times Book Review From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Big Little
Lies Could ten days at a health resort really change you forever? In Liane Moriarty’s latest
page-turner, nine perfect strangers are about to find out... Nine people gather at a remote
health resort. Some are here to lose weight, some are here to get a reboot on life, some are
here for reasons they can’t even admit to themselves. Amidst all of the luxury and pampering,
the mindfulness and meditation, they know these ten days might involve some real work. But
none of them could imagine just how challenging the next ten days are going to be. Frances
Welty, the formerly best-selling romantic novelist, arrives at Tranquillum House nursing a bad
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back, a broken heart, and an exquisitely painful paper cut. She’s immediately intrigued by her
fellow guests. Most of them don’t look to be in need of a health resort at all. But the person
that intrigues her most is the strange and charismatic owner/director of Tranquillum House.
Could this person really have the answers Frances didn’t even know she was seeking?
Should Frances put aside her doubts and immerse herself in everything Tranquillum House
has to offer – or should she run while she still can? It’s not long before every guest at
Tranquillum House is asking exactly the same question. Combining all of the hallmarks that
have made her writing a go-to for anyone looking for wickedly smart, page-turning fiction that
will make you laugh and gasp, Liane Moriarty’s Nine Perfect Strangers once again shows why
she is a master of her craft.
The conclusion of the trilogy recounting the exploits of the Long-Range Patrol detachment of
the 1st Brigade, 101st Airbourne Division, follows the soldiers through some of the fiercest
fighting of their seven years in Vietnam. Original.
The Valley of Silent Men is a 1922 American silent drama film directed by Frank Borzage and
written by John Lynch based upon the novel of the same name by James Oliver Curwood. The
film stars Alma Rubens, Lew Cody, Joe King, Mario Majeroni, George Nash, and J. W.
Johnston. The film was released on September 10, 1922, by Paramount Pictures.[1][2] It is not
known whether the film currently survives in its entirety.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark
on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the importance her family attributes
to having land of their own.
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